
Update Summary - 2013 Chatham Township Natural Resources Inventory (NRI)

The entire NRI was reviewed during 2012 and 2013 and updates were made to each chapter.

Introduction  A summary of the major environmental changes in Chatham Township
 during the last decade was added.

Chapter 1  History The closing section discusses planned major changes to the CT sewerage
system and significant additions to CT's  open space holdings.

Chapter 2  Geology and New maps were added to this chapter. 
  Topography

Chapter 3  Hydrology The illustration of the water cycle was replaced by a modern version.

Chapter 4  Climate and Temperature records for all seasons were reviewed and changed to
   Air Quality reflect the history from the last decade.  For instance the summer high for
 the period 1931 – 2010 ws changed to the 107oF recorded on July 7,
 2010.  The Air Quality section was substantially redone using data from

the NJDEP Division of Air Quality.

Chapter 5  Soils A modern map of CT Hydric Soil Groups was added.

Chapter 6  Vegetation This chapter was extensively rewritten and includes a new emphasis on 
the impacts of deer upon the under-story and the spread of invasive plant

 species.  The Friends of Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge brochure,
“Guide to Trees and Shrubs,” and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
publication,  Great Swamp National Wildlife Refuge Wildflowers, were
appended to this chapter.

Chapter 7  Wildlife This chapter was expanded and now includes illustrations and charts.  A
new section on Threatened and Endangered Species was added. 

Chapter 8  Open Space The previous Open Space chapter was renamed and expanded to include
   and Land Use    both open space and land use.  New maps were added.

Chapter 9  Transportation The previous Regional Relationships chapter was renamed and 
   and Regional significantly rewritten to meet Sustainable Jersey specifications.
   Considerations New maps were added.

Chapter 10 Inventory This chapter saw major revision and includes many new maps.  The
   of Undeveloped Land geography of Chatham Township is described throughout the NRI

but most thoroughly in this chapter. Wetlands are discussed in the
 descriptions of the four natural areas of Chatham Township.

The last NRI section, The 2013 Environmental Maps, is entirely new and contains Maps of 
Environmental Features in Chatham Township.   Among these maps are Wetlands, Topography,
Stormwater Recharge, and Critical Habitats for Imperiled Species. 




